
 

            TOWN OF CARBONDALE 
         511 Colorado Avenue            
                               Carbondale, CO  81623 
                                 

Residential Trash and Recycling Service Levels and Pricing 
 
All service levels include recycling.  The customer can choose between Medium and Large recycling levels. 
 
Trash Service Levels 
Super Saver:  The Super Saver is equivalent to half of the Small service level.  It would accommodate approximately two (2) 
tall kitchen garbage bags every two weeks.  The contractor will provide a 32-gallon trash container that will be picked up 
every-other week. 
 
Small:  The Small service level would be able to accommodate approximately two (2) tall kitchen garbage bags every week.  
The contractor will provide a 32-gallon trash container that will be picked up every week. 
 
Medium:  The Medium service level would be able to accommodate approximately five (5) tall kitchen garbage bags every 
week.  The contractor will provide a 64-gallon container that will be picked up every week. 
 
Large:  The Large service level would be able to accommodate approximately seven (7) tall kitchen garbage bags every 
week.  The contractor will provide a 96-gallon container that will be picked up every week. 
 
Recycling Service Levels 
Medium:  The Medium recycling service level is a 64-gallon recycling container or up to four (4) 18-gallon totes collected 
every-other week. 
 
Large:  The Large recycling service level is a 96-gallon container or up to six (6) 18-gallon totes collected every-other week. 
 
Wildlife Resistant Containers 
Wildlife resistant containers will be available for all service levels.  Since wildlife resistant containers are only available in 64 
and 96-gallon sizes, wildlife resistant Super Saver service level will be a 64-gallon container collected once per month and the 
wildlife resistant Small service level will be a 64-gallon container collected every-other week. 
 
Extra Trash and Recycling Containers 
Additional medium and large trash and recycling containers are available, but to get an additional container, the customer 
must first be at the Large service level for the type of extra container they want (i.e. extra trash only available to customers 
with Large trash service, extra recycling only available to customers with Large recycling service) 
 
Pricing 
The chart below shows pricing for the different trash, recycling and wildlife resistant service levels.  The chart also shows 
pricing for additional trash and recycling containers as well as dumpsters for multi-family units. 

 

Service Level- Single Family Monthly Cost 

Super Saver Trash with Medium Recycling $ 13.84 

Super Saver Trash with Large Recycling $ 15.93 

Small Trash with Medium Recycling $ 16.92 

Small Trash with Large Recycling $ 19.74 

Medium Trash with Medium Recycling (Default Service Level) $ 30.46 

Medium Trash with Large Recycling $ 35.53 

Large Trash with Medium Recycling $ 45.24 

Large Trash with Large Recycling $ 51.52 

Wildlife Super Saver Trash with Medium Recycling $ 23.84 

Wildlife Super Saver Trash with Large Recycling $ 25.93 

Wildlife Small Trash with Medium Recycling $ 28.67 

Wildlife Small Trash with Large Recycling $ 31.49 

Wildlife Medium Trash with Medium Recycling $ 42.21 

Wildlife Medium Trash with Large Recycling $ 47.28 

Wildlife Large Trash with Medium Recycling $ 56.99 

Wildlife Large Trash with Large Recycling $ 63.27 

Additional Medium Trash or Additional Medium Recycling $ 14.10 

Additional Large Trash or Additional Large Recycling $ 17.63 

                          Service Level-Multi Family  

2-Yard Trash Dumpster collected once per week $ 82.25 

2-Yard Trash Dumpster collected twice per week $152.75 

3-Yard Trash Dumpster collected once per week $ 99.88 

3-Yard Trash Dumpster collected twice per week $176.25 

96-Gallon Recycle Container collected once per week $ 47.00 

96-Gallon Recycle Container collected twice per week $ 76.38 

2-Yard Recycle Dumpster collected once per week $ 82.25 

2-Yard Recycle Dumpster collected twice per week $135.12 

 

Please choose the container size appropriate to your location and needs.  
If the lid on either the trash or recycling container is not closed all the way on your collection day, a 
$25.00 fee per incident may be assessed to your monthly billing. 


